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Here's One Expense
Cost-Conscious
Management .has cut - to Rock Bottom
in these Days of Rising Costs
Year after year, industrial eye accidents ernbezzle your profits and cut your production by
sidelining able men, putting machines in the
hands of less experienced workers, lowering
morale, hiking claims and insurance costs. All
this on top ofthe cost of medical service!
Aware that 98% of industrial eye accidents are
preventable, many companies have solved this
problem by installing an adequate
eye protection program with results

like this: cost of eye accidents in year prior to
program, $4,262.00; cost of eye accidents in first
year of program, $204.59! Ask your AO Safety
Represen tative
howanAOEye
Protection Program can cut
your costs.
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Crude thruput doubled •••
gasoline octane level raised •••

Denver. Colorado Refinery of Continental Oil Company, with catalytic cracking. gas recovery. catalytic polymerization and L.P.G. fractionating units designed and built by Lummus.

• • . an interesting example
of integrated expansion

Lummus engineers are available for a thorough study
of individual .problems involving the modernization
or expansion of existing facilities and the projection
of new programs.

The new Lummus-built catalytic cracking unit at Continental's Denver Refinery was recently completed.
Despite unfavorable weather conditions it went on
stream about the middle of November, and within two
days it was operating at design capacity.
The catalytic cracking unit was part of an integrated
expansion program that included the design and construction by Lummus of three other new units-gas
recovery, catalytic polymerization, liquid propane gas
fractionation-and the modernization by Lummus of
a thermal cracking unit.
Continental's Denver Program is an interesting example of refinery expansion accomplished by integrating new units with modernized existing facilities. This
program practically doubles the crude thruput at Denver and raises the octane level of the finished gasoline.
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in the 12,000 Series Level Controllers

Model 12610 Proportional·Reset Co~troller

Model 12610·20 Proportional-Reset
Controllerand PneumaticTransminer

Resi.tanee Unit

1. Precision-machined
Ie.. steel plug

tapered staln-

When to Specify Reset •••

2. Tapered orifice
~. Actual re.. t rates divided by 20

Masoneilan proportional-reset
level controllers have the entire
reset mechanism inside the instrument case.
Reset is thus accessible, compact and protected.
The 12000 Series controllers with pneumatic reset are package
units, complete and standard with the reset bellows and resistance unit integral,
built-in. Masoneilan duplex level controllers and controller-transmitters
also
have this reset.
There are no external connections or adjustments to make. There is no external piping. And since the reset is an integral part of-the controller and not an
external appliance, the reset mechanism is always accurately calibrated, with
graduations on a ten-inch scale proportional to actual reset rates.

graduations

4. Spiral scale permits nearly 2 full
turns. R.eadlngs at smaller re.et
rates have greater .pacings

1. When you want to get maximum vessel surge capacity at all times and In the pre.e"ce of large
and sustained load change ••
2. When .mooth, uniform, controlled flows are essential to process operation.
3. When the level conlroller pneumatically sets the set paint of a flow controller, or of several flow
contro!le .. in splil-slream operation.

MASON

- NEILAN
, '90

PbHade1phia • Houston • Pittsburgh
• New York
Deayu • Los Angeles • San Francisco • Cincinnati

REGULATOR

COMPANY

Adams Street, Boston 24, Mass., U.S.A.

• Buffalo • Chicago • St. Louis • Cleveland • Tulsa • Adanta
• Mason Regulator Company of Canada, Ltd., Montreal and Toronto
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Developed to Save You Money

THE TABULAR VIEW
He flies through the air bent on achieving the
most rapid transportation possible, yet the typical air
passenger seldom gives thought to safety until tragic
crashes come to his attention. The case of safety in
the air is ably and authoritatively presented in the
personal opinions (page 215) of W. MACKANGAS, '17,
Rear Admiral, director of the Atlantic Division of the
Bureau of Yards and Docks, Civil Engineer Corps,
United States Navy, and Lieutenant Commander Wn.,
LIAM T. HARDAKER,
Naval Air Technical Training
Command, Memphis. Although not expressing official
Navy views, both officers have had extensive experience in flying, and in airportdesign and construction
for the Navy. Admiral Angas is already favorably
known to Review readers for his articles on maritime
matters. As one of its new authors, The Review welcomes Commander Hardaker who has flown more
than 2,700 hours since getting his wings in 1939, mostly
in the Central, South, and Southwest Pacific during
the first 18 months of World War II.

• This new Brown & Sharpe
machine is specifically designed for sharpening small
curcers--especially end mills,
reamers and similar toolsmore efficiently. Its supersensitivity speeds up set-up
and operation. Its compact
size saves on floor space and
investment.
The following features
typify the advanced engineering design of this new
grinding machine ... an ingenious, roller-bearing table
and a double-ended ball
bearing wheel spindle with
super-precision, permanently -sealed, grease -Iubricated
bearings. Brown & Sharpe
Mfg. Co., Providence 1, R. I.,
U.S.A.

BROWN & SHARPE ~
GEARED
FOR THE
FUTURE
It has been DIEFENDORFpolicy through the years to build
gears according to the specIfications of the designers-the
manufacturers who have created the machine of which
the gear is just a part.

To keep faith with thllt
manufacturer,
DIEFENDORF
GEARS are built for service
into the future. Good design
and construction from good
mllleriais.

DIEFENDORF GEAR
CORPORATION
Syracuse

1, New York

DIEFEND@RF
G EAR

5
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With the greatest of ease and with good (if misguided) intentions, large numbers of thi~ nation's agriculturalists have contributed to destruction of this
country's topsoil. The problem of soil conservation is
gradually becoming recognized as a major factor in
providing a food supply for the world's steadily growing population. In this issue (page 221) EDWARDH.
GRAHAM outlines some of the projects now in progress
to conserve soil, and indicates the extent to which engineering is necessary in this program. Dr. Graham is
a graduate of the University of Pittsburgh (B.S., 1927;
Ph.D., 1932), and for several years was associated with
the Carnegie Museum in Pittsburgh as assistant curator of botany. Since 1937 he has been with the
United States Department of Agriculture where he
is now chief of the Biology Division of the Soil Conservation Service.
The daring young man who, palette in hand, appears to daub undecipherable patches of oil on canvas, may have a message for the conventionalists after
all. PAULMEADOWS
turns to their writings for an interpretation (page 220) of the work of the contemporary rebel painters. Dr. Meadows, Associate Professor of Sociology at the University of Nebraska, has
been an avid student of social movements and the
human aspects of modern industrialism for many
years, as his articles in The Review testify.
On the flying trapeze of easy money for mathematical accomplishment, many an abecedarian, and
occasionally a scholar, has come to grief. Attracted by
prizes which have been offered, many tackle problems
beyond their ability for utilitarian reasons, as WILLY
LEY points out (page 225). Mr. Ley, an Editorial Associate of The Review, for the past five years, is probably best known for his writings on matters pertaining
to rockets. He also delves into other aspects of science
writing, including a number of books, of which his
latest is The Lungfis~, the Dodo, and the Unicorn.
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Improving

"Improving" any machine really means
increasing

its productive

capacity.

That

means tinkering with speeds and weights
and strength-ending

up with alloy steels.

Which alloy steel ?-the
physical requirements

one that meets

at the lowest cost.

Molvbtlenum

steels fill that

hardenability,

plus freedom from temper

brittleness,

plus reasonable

bill

Good

price enable

them to do it.
Send for our comprehensive
book, free; "MOLYBDENUM:
IRONS, ALLOYS."

CLIMAX FURNISHES AUTHORITATIVE

400.page
STEELS,

ENGINEERING DATA ON MOLYBDENUM

APPLICATIONS

M LY

Climax Molybdenum Company
500 Fifth Avenue • New York City
@
FEBRUARY,
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MAIL RETURNS
MARTIN-HUBBARD CORPORATION
Engineering

Computers -

Permit an outsider to express his appreciation of the
article on Ampere in the December, 1948, issue of The
Review, written by David and Charlotte B. Landau. It's a
beautiful picture of the times, the man and his accomplishments; an appropriate recognition of one of the greatest
of electrical scientists.
Such an article should be relished the more because we
in the United States are none too well informed on the"
Continental contributors to electricity and magnetism, the
result, apparently, of the language barrier, of the fact that
the Continental contributors were divided between a
number of nationals, and perhaps have .been lacking in
publicity sponsors, certainly in the English language, compared to the British.
Before me is Ampere's book of 1822, Becueil d'Obsercations Electro-Dunomiques. The contents of it are well
summarized in the international language of the 10 plates
of figures. Here we see some of the earliest illustrations of
the electrical conductor wound up into a coil" to enhance
the magnetic effect; long, thin coils, short, fat coils (pancake coils), and single loops mounted delicately on pivots
and capable of rotary displacement and thus showing mechanically the inductive action between two circuits carrying current. Here we see some of the carefully constructed
apparatus with which Ampere determined some of the
primary laws of electromagnetism, measured the interaction as a function of distance and angle between coils,
which he then expressed mathematically.
Perhaps our conception of his contribution would be
clarified if, instead of using the term "electrodynamics,"
which has little currency today, we simply said that following Oersted's discovery, it was Ampere who first elucidated electromagnetism and supplied the primary knowledge of electromagnetic-mechanical action. He was the

for Nuclear Research

ultrasonic research and development

Design and construction

of scientific

to your performance
Complete

FROM LLOYD ESPENSCHIED:

Servomechanisms

Instrumentation
Applied

Continental Contributors

Consultants

engineering

of

instruments

specificetions

origine! or unique electrical

end mechenicel devices end mechinerv
T echnlcel reports

11 BEACON STREET
BOSTON 8, MASSACHUSETIS, U. S. A.
Telephone:

CApitol

"Ceble

7·6990

Address

MARHUB.Bo,ton"

GET THIS STARRETT AID
TO FASTER,
MORE

" The simple but basic contribution of wrapping a wire up
into a coil, and thus "multiplying" the effect of a single wire,
Ampere shares in the year 1820 with Schweigger of Halle who
orginated the galvanometer.

ECONOMICAL
METAL

(Concluded on page 242)

CUTTING
WRITE

FOR

YOUR

FREE

CUTTING

CHART

TODAY

Speed with

Address Dept. "L"

Thia handy slide rule
chart gives you instant information for cutting any
material with hacksaws
or band saws.
HACKSAW SIDE tells
the recommended number
of teeth per inch for hand
blades and the pitch,
speed and feed for power
blades for cutting all metala. Also gives recom-

Economy

mended
readings
for
torque wrench settings
and fixed tension devices.
BAND SAW SIDE gives
correct length and width
of blade for any standard
band saw machine and
recommended number of
l~eth per inch and speed
in feet per minute for
cutting any material.

We have recently erected our 7th building for E. A.
Laboratories---the first erected in 1919.
The E. A. Laboratories is but one of many companies
that have evidenced similar confidence in our organization.

W. J. BARNEY CORPORATION
FOUNDED
101

PARK AVENUE,

INDUSTRIAL

1917
NEW

YORK

CONSTRUCTION

AI/red T. Gla.sseu, '20, Vice President
'HI L. S. STAUITT (0.

w•.w, G"",,,,

THi......•

ATHOl. "'AUA(HUSITT5, U.S. A.
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